
BALL TRACKING PERFORMANCE
World cup ADIDAS/Kinexon ball versus Pulse ball

https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-world-cups-new-high-tech-ball-will-change-soccer-forever/
...”With KINEXON’s ball-tracking system, that data is coming in at 500Hz, meaning any gaps in true positioning

are below two milliseconds long – or 10 times shorter than standard 50Hz lags.”...

Summary: The Pulse ball system exceed these specifications.(5)

System performance, design considerations and proof follows below:

Pulse Adidas Worl-Cup Kinexon

Sensor placement Center or Valve Center Center In Air-valve

Sensor weight gram 2.8 14 15

Ball OEM inhouse production Adidas Select

Motion Sensor  n.d.a.  (19bit) ICM20649 ICM20649

Accelerometer, Gyro bits, higher is better 18, 19 16,16 16,16

Accelerometer, Gyro Max update rate Hz 8000, 8000 9000, 4500 9000, 4500

Acceleration Range G, higher is better 0..32 0..30 0..30

Full range resolution mG / bit, lower is better 0.24 1 1

Gyro Range degree/sec ±4000 ±4000 ±4000

Tracking chip Ultra Wide Band DW1000 DW1000 DW1000

Tracking firmware Sensor OEM AIRTLS Kinexon Kinexon

Ball Position  (1) Updates/sec 150(1) 50 50

LPS Capacity Locates/sec 4600 2000 2000

Motion Sensor (2) Output rate Hz 200 500(2) 200

Motion Sensor Detection rate Hz 1000 500 500

Impact detection (3) resolution 1ms(3) 2ms 2ms

System latency (4) Lower is better 160ms 250ms 250ms

1) 150Hz ball position tracking. Default is 50Hz. Maximum is 4600Hz, using the standard system.
2) 500Hz for world-cup motion capture for a few balls to stay within the capacity limit.
3) For ball kick detection, the time of detection of a kick is very short, about 5ms. In the pulse bal system 

this impact time is reported, and checked 1000 times per second. Based on the sensor data, 
sampled at 8000 times/second. The motion data itself is forwarded 200 times per second by default. All 
data is offloaded to the network PC or phone, 12.5 times per second. Latency: 80ms (12.5 times 80ms 
= 1 second). Per 80ms, 16 full sets of motion data are send: X Y Z-axis  for gyroscope, accelerometer 
and magnetometer + the moment of impact (if any) during this 80ms with 1ms resolution

4) The average time to get the 3D position data processed in the PC and displayed. FiFa verified. 
Broadcast level latency for info augmentation, for televised events like olympics, is sub 200ms.

For off-side and other ball kick detections, the kick event itself happens in about 4 to 8 ms (milliseconds): 
The ball accelerates from 0 up to ..100kmph. 
The acceleration is about 300G. 
Modern sensors register up to 32G. 
Earth gravity, for comparison, is only 1G. 
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ADIDAS Ball Patent for a center mounted sensor

See also attached ADIDAS patent US 7740551.pdf  (expires 2029) 
1) A bladder in accordance with the invention can include at least two lines of intersection, wherein the lines of 
intersection define an angle of about 120 degrees. In one embodiment, the points at which the lines of 
intersection contact an outer surface of the bladder define a substantially regular tetrahedron.
2) In contrast to the prior art discussed, the electronic device is positioned by elements that can transmit more 
than only pulling forces. When the electronic device is deflected from its predetermined position, the planar 
reinforcing Surfaces provide additional shearing forces. Furthermore, they dampen, similar to an oil pressure 
bumper, an arising oscillation of the device, since any movement of the reinforcing surfaces causes a shift of 
the air volumes inside the bladder.

Comments: The elements going to the center sensor can push and pull to keep the sensor at the center. Even 
under heavy deformation as caused by a kick. See video: Ball_impact.mp4 The kick duration is about 5ms to 
reach top speed. In order to measure the moment of a kick accurately, a sample rate higher then once per 5ms 
is required. Typically 2x higher (400Hz) This results in a lot of data per second. The data from gyroscope X Y Z 
axis and accelerometer X Y Z can be reduced to a single piece of information:  a kick just started or not. 
Sensors mounted on the valve is not suitable for professional games. So far only the Adidas ball and Pulse 
match balls have the sensor mounted at the center and survive the brutal kicks by professional players.

One of the differences between pulse bal and Adidas/Kinexon is the internal structure and properties thereof. 
In order to measure the force of the kick, the adidas method requires the sensor to sample 400+ time/sec.
500Hz is then needed to avoid missing the event and to have enough samples to determine the kick force. 
The issue here is the acceleration itself (300G) exceeds the limit of the sensor used by Kinexon. 
The used sensor is the ICM20649 made by TDK, Japan. The acceleration of the ball can easily reach 300G 
which is pretty destructive for electronics, in case of direct measurement, which can measure up to max 30G. 
The pulse bal sensor structure works of a different physics principle. 
Which does NOT require such a high sample rate to measure the force of a kick. 
This very different patented approach also avoids patent infringement with Adidas. 
The limited amount of physical methods to mount sensors at the center prevents competition from 
entering as well. Some OEM’s (Gengee, Sportable, Shottracker and Kinexon) therefore choose to mount the 
sensor at the valve. A sensor at the valve makes Goal Line Detection difficult for obvious reasons. 
It is better to have the sensor at the center of the ball for such measurements like GLT.

Below 10cm from the ground the range of the tracking sensor is reduced by about 70% (RF ‘ground effect’)
Valve mounted tracking sensors places the sensor almost on the ground depending on the ball orientation.
Center mounted tracking sensors are always about 10+ cm from the ground. 
70 cm or higher from the ground the max range is normal, about 200+ meter.
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Sensor Mounting
Mounting the sensor at the valve upsets the balance of the ball. It may seem trivial to offset this unbalance, by 
placing a counter balance, on the opposite side of the ball. The problem with such an approach is it produces 
wobble in the flight path of the ball. Because of the Dzhanibekov effect. 
For Dzhanibekov effect see video: Dzhanibekov.mp4

Such wobble is similar to the infamous Jabulani ball which had an irregular flight path.
Mainly caused by the irregular pattern of the grooves/seems of the Jabulani. 
See also: Comparison_Jabulani_Brazuca_non-spin_aerodynamics.pdf
The key is to have the lowest sensor weight, to not disturb the ball flight path.
The most even, and regular small pattern of seems on the ball surface, provide predictable flight behaviour. 
Both for slow and high ball speeds. At speeds above 20m/s laminar airflow over the ball changes to turbulent 
flow. Since the ball speed is constantly slowing down the ball due to air-friction, one can create the famous 
knuckle balls. These are shots without any ball spin, but with a changing flight pattern mid-air while going faster,
then slower, passing the laminar flow speeds. For this reason the classic hexagon, pentagon surface is still the 
best for ‘even spreaded air grip’ of the ball.

One reason to create tracked sport balls in the first place is to measure all the relevant properties of free kicks, 
penalties etc. This allows to quantify which player has ‘the best shots’.
Not only fast, but also consistent in accuracy, spin and curved flights (magnus-effect) video: Magnus.mp4
It is not possible for humans to judge the curve effect accurately. Other than forming an ‘opinion’ from the 
viewers perspective of that players shots. Likewise, judging if all balls entered the goal at ‘the same place’ is too
difficult. 
To solve these issues and bring ONE easy to use toolset to the market for training and matches is rewarding.
A new technology wave is arriving in football. ONE set of equipment, replaces stopwatches, laserguns, 
sprint gates, cumbersome manual sprint setups, automatic registration, replay in 3D from any 
perspective, tracking of progress in performance, monitor health, indicate human body load. 
All in one dashboard. All with one mobile toolset.
As an example of replay in 3D see: video goal shot, penalty style: Outdoor_16m_3D.mp4
Note the anchor on the left side of the goal which blinks upon the ball passing the goal line. 
Reaction time of the system is within a fraction of a second. The system receives the distance measurements, 
converting it into a 3D positions (200 positions per second). Then determines how far ‘of center’ the ball landed.
Then send the instruction to blink the correct (left) anchor into the network. 
1 blink means the ball landed 1 segment (slightly) left of the center.
Direct optical performance feedback for the player per shot which is also unique and new in football

Human body motion capture
For full motion analysis the data stream should be continuous. It is possible to compress the answer into a 
shorter data format using quaternion notation. This however has the problem of sensor drift. Specifically for the 
gyroscope which measures rotation. A gyroscope always reports some rotation even if it is idle and static. The 
best way is to forward the raw, unprocessed motion data (gyro, accelerometer, and magnetometer) to the 
network. Combine this data with the UWB 3D position data. Than use an advanced mathematical method to 
correct the drift automatically. This method improves the position accuracy from UWB from sub 5cm to sub 1 
cm for 68% of all measurements. And better then 2cm for 98% of all measurements. For injury prevention and 
real-time human body load monitoring (knee and muscles) 200Hz IMU motion capture is adequat. This is also 
the norm for medical grade analysis of human motion. 

Tracking system performance
The key performance metric of the tracking system is the capacity, range and accuracy
Pulse ball: 4600 locates/sec, Kinexon: 2000 locates/sec
That means to track 10 balls at 150Hz, 1500 locates/sec are required. 
The rest of the system capacity is than used for player tracking. 
For example the left over 500 locates/sec for 25 players tracked at 20Hz.  This is okay for training. 

How about a tournament. 
4 adjacent fields, 8 teams 11 players, 4 referees and 4 balls. (88+4) x 20Hz +(4 x 150Hz) = 2440 locates/sec. 
For 4 fields: tracking both legs per player: This requires 4200 locates/sec. 
The pulse ball tracking system can deploy 2 UWB channels at the same time (8 fields). 
The key point is not so much being able to deploy so many fields with players & balls. 
But, sports parks have different fields for different sports nearby. 
A high capacity system avoids collisions.
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Accuracy and ball speed

During the selection of the athlete tracking system for the RIO summer olympics by Swiss Timing: 
Kinexon ended up 2nd and Quuppa 3th. The reason to win, with the 1st generation tracking system was the 
maximum range of 700m for the stadium system and accuracy. 
In the new 2nd generation system, accuracy and stability are further improved. 

Figure 4: The distances measured with the pulse ball system have 29mm ‘noise’ independent of the distance.
A special method is used to keep the distance measurement stable over time (left picture). 
Without this method you get the more ‘wild’ pattern in the right picture, also a 240cm average distance.

A new algorithm is developed to determine 2D and 3D positions as smooth as possible in 3D for any kind of 
object and motion. Slow speed, high speed, wild behaviour and impulses: like a ball bouncing from a wall are 
handled by one single algorithm. No need to pre-select a type of filter, thus reducing the requirement for user 
intervention in deploying the system. 3D visualisation is also very revealing for any ‘unnatural’ looking motion

A good way to validate tracking systems is by moving the tag around in circles and increase the speed.
When multiple positions are averaged as a method to improve accuracy this becomes clearly visible.
The circle get smaller and smaller in diameter as the speed increases. Even when the measurements 
themselves are more or less correct. Averaging introduces position errors, while it was intended to improve.

Figure 5: When averaging all samples recorded for circular motion you end up in the dot at the center. 
The same effect for a person running, which then performs a sudden right turn in the corner. 
When averaging positions (blue and grey dots). The corner will be ‘cut short’ in the visualisation.
Increasing the amount of sample per second helps a little bit. Seems all other OEM’s use averaging.

In the FiFa report on the Kinexon system the old habit of improving accuracy by averaging is still there since 
the 2016 olympic selection shootout. This is visible at page 4 where performance for objects travelling at speed 
is less accurate. See report EPTS_FIFA Quality_Report_Kinexon.pdf     

The novel algorithm used also for the pulse ball, does not show this behaviour and the circle remains the same 
diameter when the tag increases in speed. This is one of the elements of the solutions which makes it hard to 
copy for third parties. Positions filters which cancel out noise, spikes and have a near infinite step response are 
complex and the novel algorithm solves this in an elegant way for all types of motion.

Similar to the novel data compression algorithm for motion data used by the Pulse ball tracking system. 
There are no ready made solutions for sale on the market for these topics. Independent of the amount of 
available funds, it is not possible to clone or copy such system by 3th parties, new to the market. 
The average time to develop a match quality ball for professional use is about 5+ years. 
A hobby/training ball takes about 1 to 2 years.
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APPENDIX 

Electronics
The electronics part of the tag inside the ball, nearly fit the size of a 2 euro coin.
Maximum current production capacity 5000 units/day.
Sensor weight 2.8 gram (coin diameter 25mm)

KINEXON: side mounted sensor

3D replay of a shot on goal + analysis 

Low speed: 8.4ms over 4.1meter distance. 70 cm after the goal line a brick wall was hit. The software renders a
‘real goal’ to indicate where to aim even if there is no realworld goal on the field. 2 Anchors placed 7.4m apart 
‘create a real goal’ on the grass field or indoor.
Ball spin:  5.2 revolution per second, 316 rpm (rev/min)
Height, when passing the goal line: 1 meter 17 (blue dot on the goal line)
Curve (due to magnus effect): 4% of the distance of the shot.
The 120 Watt RGB LED-panels in the anchors, placed on the field, blink a performance feedback pattern. 
In this case, the pulse ball missed the target area of the goal by 2.92 meter relative to the right lower side (RL).
The target area for penalty shoot practise is on the left and right side of the goal. Indicated in light blue.
The LED pattern gives direct feedback in about 0.1 second after the ball passed the goal line.
The FiFa time limit for Goal Line Detection is 2 seconds.
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3D software
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